
ABSTRACT
Starting from Wuhan City of China, COVID-19pandemicreached the peak and invaded  even the remote rural areas of 
the developing countries in a very short time. The transmission potential of this virus is massive which putundue burden 
on thehealthcare machinery and public health sector in a short period of time. The vulnerable sections of the society 
such as comorbid, elderly and pregnant women are on high risk of contracting the infection and developing severe 
symptoms of the disease that certainly needs medical attention on intensive care unit level. Pregnant women are more 
vulnerable than others because they harbor two lives within them and are already in immunosuppressive state. Various 
clinics and hospitals dedicated to nursing facility for pregnant women are being dedicated to COVID-19 treatment and 
thus creating difficulty for pregnant women to access the health care facility which they need in regular intervals. 
Infected pregnant women may transmit the virus to the offspring through vertical transmission and through post birth 
transmission.Dedicated health care facility for deliveries and post-natal care can be solution to minimize the maternal 
mortality rate and infant mortality rate due to COVID-19. Widespread authentic information needs to be disbursed in 
order to deal with the pandemic. Vulnerable groups such as pregnant women and neonates needs special attention to 
overcome the trauma physically as well as mentally to lead a happy life.
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INTRODUCTION

The news which everyone wants to hear is about vaccine 
of COVID-19. as the name suggests the coronavirus 
disease 2019 shortened as COVID-19 is the deadly 
pandemic which has been unfolded in past century.
( Dushyant et al., 2020) The emergence of the disease 
can be traced to the Wuhan city of the Hubei province 
of the China. From there it spreads rapidly and grew 
exponentially in all other parts of the world. So much 
so that World Health Organization (WHO) was compelled 
to declare it as pandemic(2)after seeing its widespread 
coverage and deadly outcome and done only one time 
now since its inception after second World War. The 

crown shaped strain of the coronavirus is new hence 
named novel coronavirus has been extremely uncertain 
and difficult to predict. Symptoms (azer, 2020)have 
constantly changed from mild cough, cold, fever to loss 
of test and smell, diarrhea and acute respiratory distress 
syndrome (arDS). 

The previous outbreaks of severe acute respiratory 
syndrome (SarS) and middle eastern respiratory 
syndrome (merS) were confined to particular part of 
the world but theCOVID-19 encompasses the whole 
world. Initial response of the scientific and governing 
agencies was of shock and were taken aback due to its 
rapid transmissibility and deadlier characteristics which 
requires hospitalization. The health care infrastructure  
(Sheriff, 2020)were crumbled due to enormous pressure 
that were put on them and were not capable to handle 
such pressure. Whole facility wasdedicated to contain 
the COVID-19 spread yet were and are facing difficulties. 
major chunk of the resource pool is diverted to the 
containment of the COVID-19 and vaccine demand is 
on high so as to get rid of the situation. The vulnerable 
sections of the society such as comorbid (Wang et al., 
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2020), aged people along with pregnant women are on 
high risk of contracting the infection and developing 
severe symptoms of the disease. Which may certainly 
need medical attention on intensive care unit level. 
Pregnant women are more vulnerable than others 
because they harbor two lives within them and are 
already in immunosuppressive state. 

Various clinics and hospitals dedicated to nursing facility 
for pregnant women are being dedicated to COVID-19 
treatment and thus creating difficulty for pregnant 
women to access the health care facility which they 
need in regular intervals. Infected pregnant women 
may transmit the virus to the offspring through vertical 
transmission and through post birth transmission. Former 
is constantly being debated as the evidence of the same 
is lacking nut the later have obvious reasons of human 
negligence while handling the infant while regular 
essential activities such as breastfeeding. even a wrong 
sneeze can infect the baby if it is not already infected. The 
preterm birth in infected supposed mothersaw rise and 
can create complications. Still birth, death in one week 
of the delivery of the baby are the worst outcomes of the 
COVID-19 on pregnant women. Psychological distress 
is common in pregnant women and is aggravating due 
to uncertain situations around the world. The fear of 
transmitting the virus to the infant is most common 
and needs to be addressed. In this article the topics are 
reviewed and analyzed in accordance with different 
studies published across the world.

Covid-19 and Prenatal Stage: Coronavirus disease 2019 
or COVID-19 causes due to novel coronavirus which was 
never identified before in humans. The novelty of the 
virus is so much that it is hard to design any containment 
plan since no historical evidence of virus’s behavior 
is present with the scientists. It by far one year since 
the pandemic struck and proven deadly, one thing is 
established is that certain groups of the people are more 
vulnerable than others. Those includes elderlies with 
comorbidities, pregnant women’s etc. which generally 
are going through their immunosuppressive state  
(Di et al., 2020). Pregnant women especially are more 
vulnerable and are placed in high-risk category since 
they involve two life’s at risk. During pregnant state 
women are already vulnerable to various diseases and 
needs to be clinically monitored in regular times. 

now after the deadly virus has been proven hazardous 
the need of extra attention with proper caution is added 
in order to prevent the pregnant women from contracting 
the infection. Starting from diagnostics mechanism 
available there several ways to detect the pregnant 
women whether she is harboring the novel coronavirus or 
not. It includes a computed tomography scan of the chest 
or CT scan of the chest of the pregnant women, rT-PCr 
or reverse transcript polymerase chain reaction which 
is currently being used worldwide and antibodies test 
which detects certain types of the antibodies which are 
associated with COVID-19. although CT scan of chest can 
infer some conclusion but it is not recommended to rely 
on its result as there are some flaws in the test. antibodies 

test are the test detecting antibodies in the blood samples 
of the person to be tested and points towards whether 
that person has contracted the COVID-19 or not. But the 
antibodies are developed late in the stage of infection 
so the test is used to check the prevalence of the disease 
in a particular area. 

The rT-PCr test is considered as the highest standard 
test for diagnosing the COVID-19 test which includes 
testing of nasal swabs from mouth and nose. although 
the accuracy of the test varies between 70 to 80 percent 
it the most reliable test which doctors rely upon in 
order to treat for COVID-19. The error is mainly due 
to improperly collecting the samples, manhandling of 
the samples, interchanging of the samples which either 
shows false results sometimes or shows inconclusive 
result where in both the cases re-test is done. Before 
admitting the pregnant women to the hospital, it is now 
mandatory to test her for COVID-19 to avoid further 
complications. although if the test resultstake time the 
hospital administration must admit the patient and treat 
it like the result is positive in order to be careful for any 
scenario. 

although the percentage of the pregnant women with 
non-pregnant women is at par in terms of contracting the 
disease which stands at 9.3 and 11 percent with milder 
symptoms and 2 and 7 percent with severe symptoms 
(Cheng et al., 2020), the severity shown by the disease 
in pregnant women may change with respect to general 
population. although more comprehensive data is 
needed to further establish the correlation.  The maternal 
mortality rate (mmr) is not distinctly different in COVID-
19 than in previous similar yet small scale outbreaks of 
Severe acute respiratory syndrome (SarS) and middle 
eastern respiratory syndrome (merS). Though they 
have to offer some lessons which can be implemented 
in dealing with containment of the COVID-19. But the 
risk is high as they are exposed to doctors and patients 
dealing with COVID-19 so complacency should not be 
practiced. Increased monitoring and regular testing even 
after getting the first test negative mist be dome in order 
to secure and reduce the case fatality rate (CFr) and 
severity of the symptoms and make neonates safer.

Covid-19 and Child Births: new born babies or infants 
are most vulnerable especially in their initial forming 
years. Prior to that if a pregnant woman got infected 
with COVID-19 in either of the three trimesters the risk 
of various child or infant related complications and 
severe outcomes may increase like still birth, maternal 
deaths etc. a study conducted by world association of 
prenatal medicine (WaPm) which covers 22 countries 
have lot results emanating from their study. The study 
involved 388 pregnant cases with infection of COVID-
19. according to the study 11 percent of the studied 
women was shifted to ICU while three of them died 
making maternal mortality rate at 0.8 percent (Huntley 
et al., 2020). There were 70 preterm birth but it largely 
includes voluntary requests from patients to prepone 
the delivery to avoid any COVID-19 complications. 
Few of them were non-voluntary. 2.3 percent cases saw 
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miscarriages which stands at the figure 6 and 5 neo natal 
deaths. The symptoms recorded mostly in another study 
which includes patients from China, USa amounting 
to 108 were fever, persistent dry cough, and shortness 
of breath. less commonly symptoms include dyspnea, 
diarrhea, hypoxia etc. 

In another study 7 out of 9 pregnant women died possibly 
due to COVID-19 complications, other two being either 
in ICU or on ventilator support. mostly they are in 
last part of the second trimester and third trimester of 
their pregnancy. In some cases, obesity as comorbidity 
worsened the patient’s condition and it was difficult to 
overcome from the situation for the patient. The vast 
difference in the maternal mortality rate throughout 
the globe. as the study conducted in United States 
of america about forecasting the death and severity 
rate among the maternity ward patients, it estimated 
around 3300 severe cases and around 600 critical cases 
to be arise from march 2020 to the end of this year. 
also, it also unfortunately predicted on the basis of 
the current available data, 52 COVID-19 related deaths 
due to complications is predicted using mathematical 
modelling. It indicates the grave threat that COVID-19 
pandemic poses to maternity patients (Hantoushzadeh 
et al., 2020).

Vertical Transmission: Vertical transmission of the 
COVID-19 is the highly debated phenomenon which 
is not proven yet but complacency has no place as 
far as infants are concerned. Vertical transmission(10)
is the case in which the coronavirus disease 2019 is 
transmitted or passed on by mother to her offspring. 
But this fact is highly debated and not yet established 
by empirical evidences. Though some of the infants 
tested positive for the disease, they are not attributed to 
the vertical transmission case. The neonates who tested 
positives were showing mild to none symptoms in most 
of the cases. The amnioticfluid, placenta samples were 
tested negative which also ruled out the case of vertical 
transmission. The reason behind the infants contracting 
lies in external environment in which it was exposed. 
even breast milk was tested negative so there was 
no transmission through breastfeeding which is most 
essential part of infant nutrition and its immunity.

although while handling baby by positive mother and 
possibility of sneezing or coughing near baby might 
have the carrier role to transfer the infection. although 
vertical transmission is not completely ruled out yet 
and should be watched after in future course. The 
delivery mechanism for the child is also the deciding 
factor whether the chances of the infection is high or 
not. normal or vaginal deliveries are overpowered by 
cesarean section deliveries. The later has higher chances 
of the transmission of the disease as compared to former 
one.aerosol transmission containing the coronavirus 
in short range can be the possible reason behind the 
phenomenon( Kotlyar et al., 2020). Testing samples of 
placenta, blood, amniotic fluid is necessary to establish 
any correlation between the two. 

non-pharmacological interventions (nPI’s) like wearing 
masks and hand gloves by infected mother when 
handling infants must be followed in order to safeguard 
the baby from the infection.  also exposing the infant to 
the infected mother only when necessary activity needs 
to be carried out can drastically reduce the chances of 
the transmission of infection. The neonatal result and 
the condition of the infant is highlydependent on the 
mother’s condition and the time of delivery.  The pre term 
delivery is onof the factor behind some deaths reported 
due to neonatal infection of the COVID-19. although 
there is no established study but infants delivered after 
full 36 weeks gestational period are far less prone to 
showing severe symptoms. 

Post-natal care also plays aninfluential role and the 
environment, health care facility, following of the 
guidelines both by the relatives and the doctors and 
allied health care professionals are some factors that can 
seriously affects the outcome in COVID-19 pandemic 
with respect to maternity ward is concerned. The 
concerning factor is the authenticity of the data. as 
the data is gathered by multiple agencies and wrong 
attribution cannot be ruled out. The homogeneity of 
the data and results of the samples collected and wide 
variation in treatment protocols may be an obstacle in 
arriving at a conclusion. But making repository more 
robust and authentic can be a solution so as to include 
in the containment strategy of the COVID-19 (Fenizia 
et al., 2020).

Psychological Impact of the Covid-19 On Pregnant 
Women: The COVID-19 not only affects the physical and 
anatomical aspects of the affected person but also mental 
aspects as huge amount of uncertainty is involved due to 
newness of the disease. Scientists and researchers have 
no data of previous such occurrences as the COVID-19 
is novel pandemic. especially when the case fatality rate 
is touching extremely high marks as compared to other 
widespread diseases and there is no sign of vaccine or 
preventive therapy the mental distress (Balkhi et al., 
2020)is surely scaling high. Despite the social distress 
cuts across all sections of the society, pregnant women 
are more vulnerable than others. already the hormonal 
changes brought about by pregnancy can severely affects 
the mood and psyche of the mother and which needs to 
be looked upon, the case for the same worsens in times 
of global distress like COVID-19. 

The fear of contracting the virus is on top but passing 
it on to their offspring paramount all others. The daily 
news of the worsening condition due to COVID-19 
and uncertainty (Dubey et al., 2020)about wellbeing 
of theirs and their infants constantly haunts them 
and can create severe psychological distress which is 
especially bad in pregnant state. The crumbling health 
care infrastructure gives no assurance to the patient that 
he will be accommodatedwithout getting the infection. 
even in some cases deliveries of the babies were happing 
through local midwifes to avoid any contact with the 
clinics which are harboring the COVID-19 patients. It is 
a concerning fact that non-institutionaldelivering of the 
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a number of related articles were reviewed (gaidhane 
et al., 2020; Jachak et al., 2020; Joseph et al., 2020; 
lakhkar et. al., 2020) outlined the sufferings of pregnant 
women in Covid-19 (ghate et. al., 2020; mujbaile et. 
al., 2020) also reported similar studies on sufferings of 
pregnant women in COVID-19.Studies by (arriola et.al., 
2020; Karadbhajane et.al., 2020; mude et.al., 2020) were 
reviewed. Key aspects of therapeutic issues and problems 
in Covid-19 were reviewed.

CONCLUSION

The news about rolling out of the vaccine for the COVID-
19 can cheer up the society to some extent but the 
reaction and acceptability by the body is yet to be seen. 
Therefore, still a considerable amount of time is left to 
take care of the infected persons particularly pregnant 
women in this case is of utmost importance. Some of the 
healthcare facilities can converted to exclusively treat 
the pregnant women and treatment of the neonates in 
order to safeguard them from the disaster of COVID-
19. This will bring down the unsafe practice of non-
institutional deliveries which are being carried due to 
the fear of contracting the virus. Vertical transmission 
needs more study and data analyzation then one can 
treat according to the correlation of the two. However 
preventable transmission of the COVID-19 infection 
by wearing masks and gloves and isolating the baby 
whenever possible from the infected mother should be 
carried out. 

Psychological distress can be addressed in pregnant 
women by enabling them to meet their loved ones with 
proper safety measures in order to relive their anxiety. 
Dedicated psychologists and community doctors can be 
employed in every facility to counsel the patient and 
their relative. as far as Infodemic is concern, counter 
misinformation warfare needs to be activated by the 
governmental agencies to demystify the false information 
which in some cases may prove fatal and consumes 
lots of resources. Persistence of the symptoms called 
long COVID-19 condition is yet another challenge and 
as the pandemic is still unfolding all the trends needs 
to be carefully monitored. Vulnerable groups such as 
pregnant women and neonates needs special attention 
to overcome the trauma physically as well as mentally 
to lead a happy life. 
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